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Abstract. A major reason for security professionals not seeming able to protect fully against the rapidly changing threat environment and sophisticated attacks is that they often don’t have available the necessary application security data for detecting and responding to such increasingly stealthy attacks. Furthermore, easily generated application security data are generally not reported timely or accurately enough for appropriate preventative action. In this article, we describe the issues confronting those attempting to create, collect, report, and respond accurately enough for appropriate preventative action. In this article, we describe how these impediments might be overcome.

Introduction

Cyber security staffs collect and analyze huge volumes of security-related data. The problem is that applications do not generate the most useful data in the first place [1]. So many major data breaches reportedly occur without the knowledge of their victims. It appears that ChoicePoint [2], Heartland Payments [3], NASDAQ [4], and Epsilon [5], for example, only find out the degree to which data in their custody has been compromised when they are notified by third parties, such as VISA International, or called in forensics specialists, such as the NSA. For example, VISA International might observe concentrations of fraudulent payment card activity and trace them back to the company that had suffered the data leak. Even then, victim companies are frequently not able to determine who did what, and when.

There is ample evidence for the need for such information. According to the Verizon Business 2010 Data Breach Investigations Report [6], a large percentage of total breaches originate from insiders, specifically:

- 48% of data breaches were caused by insiders
- 48% of data breaches involved privilege misuse

It should be noted that the sample upon which the results of the Verizon Business analysis is based refers to data collected from their own clients, and therefore contains considerable bias. However, the general observations still make sense, even though the data are not necessarily representative of all organizations. A lesson taken from these statistics is that the lack of identification by victim organizations that a breach, particularly an inside job, has occurred leads one to the view that either the data are available but not analyzed (the supposition of the report) or they are not available, to which view the author subscribes. This premise, namely that the data are not generated unless specific actions are taken to create them, is the basis for this article.

According to a Veriphyr white paper [7], the major causes of insider attacks are the granting of excess unneeded privileged access rights, which often results from such practices as not deleting obsolete access rights, and so on. While this clearly contributes to the problem, it is by no means the only cause. Many insider attacks result from valid access rights that allow certain fraudulent activities to proceed undetected. In other cases, the system granting user access does not have fine enough granularity to be able to carve out only those access rights that are needed to perform a particular function.

Some Widely Publicized Examples

There are many cases in the government and private sectors where a lack of application-generated data has resulted in major breaches or system failures. An April 2011 attack on Sony PlayStation customer data—where the perpetrators used Amazon Web Services as their point of takeoff—is just such an example. In an article on the case [9], Pete Malcolm, CEO of Abiquo Inc., is quoted as saying, “There is no way of telling who’s a good guy and who’s a bad guy.” An earlier release of the article, which was subsequently replaced with the referenced article, claims that Malcolm said that, “Amazon does not have the means to detect illegal uses of its servers.”

A widely publicized example relating to the DoD is that of Private First Class Bradley E. Manning who was charged with unauthorized use and disclosure of U.S. diplomatic cables to WikiLeaks. An overview on Wikipedia [10] states the following:

“Manning had been assigned in October 2009 to a support battalion with the 2nd Brigade Combat Team, 10th Mountain Division, based at Forward Operating Base Hammer, near Baghdad. There he had access to the Secret Internet Protocol Router Network, used by the United States government to transmit classified information.”
This would appear to be a case in which the perpetrator was authorized to access certain classified information but his use of the information was not flagged as suspect nor brought to the attention of authorities.

In this article, we propose an approach wherein one first determines in advance what additional data should be generated above and beyond the standard data logs. Data collection capabilities are introduced by injecting data requirements throughout the System Development Lifecycle (SDLC). When it comes to COTS and open-source software, where the acquiring entity does not have any control over the software development process, one must request that the vendor or community incorporate the necessary data collection capabilities.

**Data Creation**

As alluded to above, the author believes that this failure to discover intrusions is largely due to applications not collecting and reporting key information needed to detect hacker activity at the time of an attack or to trace such activities forensically after the fact. This lack of information occurs even when organizations have installed a full complement of monitoring, logging, and Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) tools and have staff diligently reviewing the outputs from these tools.

It is important to ensure that applications now in development, or currently being planned, will incorporate the instrumentation necessary to collect data required to alert security staff that a compromise is taking place or that one has happened. Consequently, application security professionals must be involved in the requirements, specifications, design, testing, deployment and operational phases of the SDLC. Some individual or group, with specific in-depth knowledge of not only an application’s functionality but also what security data should be collected, has to be involved in all the above phases of the SDLC. The security data requirements generated by such specialists, though likely to be onerous, must be accepted and incorporated into applications if there is to be any hope of tackling the issue of undetected and undetectable attacks.

**Producing the Data**

Creating and monitoring relevant data are the keys to success but, as one would expect, the task of defining the full range of required security data is a major challenge since the required multidiscipline expertise rarely exists in the desired quantity and quality. Nevertheless, defining requirements is the right place to start.

 Ideally one should collect data for every conceivable user or machine action and misuse that might occur within applications and against databases. This is, of course, an impossible task and, even were it theoretically attainable, it would be prohibitively expensive. The point is not that we must anticipate every possibility of misuse, but that the right individuals need to be involved in the SDLC process. This will encourage those responsible for protecting information assets to think about what instrumentation needs to be included in order to capture significant misbehavior.

If additional monitoring is implemented, not only does it serve to improve capturing inappropriate and suspicious activities, it also allows test engineers to cover a greater range of possible security gaps since data, which were previously not captured, now become available for testing a fuller range of functionality [11].

**Current Data Collection Approach**

Many IT shops just collect and report when users gain access to and depart from systems and networks as such events are readily obtained and are easy to specify and understand. They might also collect data about successful and unsuccessful logons in an attempt to uncover those trying to guess the passwords of others. While gathering such information is useful and often mandated by auditors, it has limited value since it does not tell you what authorized and unauthorized users did during their sessions. Also, if generic IDs are permitted and users are allowed to share passwords (both of which practices should be prohibited), there is no way of knowing if the authorized user or a different person is logging on. The user might know this other person or not.

As stated above, the main benefit to be derived from logon/logoff data is that they are easily defined and collected. It also does have some forensics value since one can determine retrospectively who supposedly accessed systems and when. On the other hand, such data are a rich source of audit findings, since auditors can easily cross reference employee lists against user IDs and determine if the user ID was used after the person left the organization.

**The Need for a Better Approach**

Stepping beyond collecting simple logon/logoff data usually requires a quantum jump in knowledge and effort, which raises questions about return on investment. However, since it is relatively easy for criminals to obtain application access credentials through social engineering means, such as phishing, checking someone at the gate is becoming less effective. Therefore, one is forced to look to other means of ferreting out unauthorized intruders, particularly when they are already inside the application. The sequence of complexity of data collection is shown in Figure 1. Even in this simple example, we see the need to provide more detailed requirements to the development team as we progress in complexity from Level 1 through Level 3.
We shall now examine the various levels of complexity according to the difficulty of security data identification, collection, analysis, and limitations on decision-makers’ ability to respond to the metrics obtained.

**Level 1: Generally Available Data**

As indicated above, the easiest data to collect are generally those that are included with most information systems and security tools, such as Identity and Access Management systems. The need to know who logged on and when they did so is a basic requirement for auditing purposes. Even at this level, however, reports showing which applications a person may access are often inaccurate, out of date and difficult to interpret, according to the author’s experience with many such reports. Also, the information is often available too late to be able to mitigate the impact of breaches.

**Level 2: More Difficult to Identify, Create, Collect and Understand**

In the moderately complex category, some data may be collected directly or calculated from other data. For example, the logon/logoff files can be analyzed to show the number of accesses by person by time of day, day of week, etc. Some systems have built-in capabilities to drill down further. For example, special-purpose e-mail monitoring systems provide the following:

| Records of senders and recipients of e-mails |
| Whether attachments were included |
| Whether specific personal and other sensitive information was included in the body of the e-mail or in attachments, and |
| What that specific information was. |

On the other hand, general business applications, particularly those that have been custom-built, are unlikely to have such capabilities.

In order to achieve this next level of data collection and analysis, it is often necessary to set up a specific initiative as part of the SDLC effort to add event monitoring, data collection, storage, analysis and reporting capabilities. This can typically take several man-months of effort, depending on the size and complexity of the systems. The data items in Table 1 were obtained through just such a project conducted by two companies and supported by a SIEM system vendor. As the table entries show, with a little effort, one can achieve much greater insight as to activities occurring within critical systems.

**Level 3: Very Difficult to Identify, Create, Collect and Analyze**

As we progress along the difficulty-complexity spectrum, we arrive at a level where a major difficulty is to determine what should be collected, and then the challenge is to come up with ways of creating, collecting, analyzing, reporting, and responding to the data in a timely fashion, often in real time.

In this category of data we look for more complex behavior patterns in order to identify anomalous behavior. For example, we might look at a series of user actions such as entering one application, retrieving specific high-value data, then moving directly to another application, such as e-mail or a social network, particularly if there is a policy against personal use of the organization’s computer and network resources during business hours. This might suggest that data are being exfiltrated (or leaked) by the user. The major challenge here is identifying what can be considered normal behavior, as described in [12].

**Reasons for the Lack of Data**

Beyond the costs of collecting, logging and analyzing security data (which can be significant), the basic reason that we do not have those data that are needed for tracing specific activities through applications is that there are few advocates among stakeholders. These stakeholders might include business owners, and software and security engineers. While software and security engineers are often very supportive of including logging and monitoring of security-related data, they do not usually have the requisite understanding of the applications and knowledge as to which data would be helpful in tracking activities. The business owners, on the other hand, do not understand what is needed for managing system security.

There is some question of our very ability to gather meaningful data and come up with relevant abnormal behavior patterns, which might suggest malicious or otherwise damaging activities. This perhaps suggests that we are not looking in the right

---

**Table 1: Event Data Collected by Type of Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logon/Logoff Data</th>
<th>User Data</th>
<th>Transaction Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of event (login/logoff)</td>
<td>Type of event (user)</td>
<td>Type of event (transaction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User name</td>
<td>Internal ID of user</td>
<td>Transaction ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal name</td>
<td>Internal company ID</td>
<td>ID of user who inserted transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timestamps for logons and logoffs</td>
<td>User’s company</td>
<td>ID of client requesting service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timestamps for department changes</td>
<td>Time when user inserted into database</td>
<td>IDs of corporate business group and division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original and new departments</td>
<td>Time when data updated</td>
<td>Time when transaction inserted into database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source IP of user</td>
<td>Time when user leaves system</td>
<td>Time when transaction closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module of application in use</td>
<td>User’s control number</td>
<td>User’s company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection serial number</td>
<td>User’s account number</td>
<td>User’s control number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session ID</td>
<td>User’s account number</td>
<td>User’s account number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**PROTECTING AGAINST PREDATORY PRACTICES**

Table 2: Detection and Mitigation of Unauthorized Access and Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>Mitigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unauthorized access</td>
<td>Multiple failed attempts at logging on.</td>
<td>Login to account of employees or customers who have left, but their accounts were not inactivated.</td>
<td>Create/enforce procedure to delete user accounts immediately when someone changes role or leaves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Series of failed attempts followed by a successful logon.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Check for anomalies such as more than one person trying to log on using the same credentials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inappropriately authorized access</td>
<td>High level of “trolling”, i.e., seemingly unrelated use of applications and access to data.</td>
<td>Atypical activities within applications and against databases.</td>
<td>Restrict user access to applications’ functionality and data on a need-to-know basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Numerous repeated attempts to access data for which the user is not authorized.</td>
<td>Modify access rights as soon as role changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorized access, outside “normal parameters”</td>
<td>Seemingly excessive number of reads, writes, data exports for someone with a specific role.</td>
<td>Monitor use of critical applications and access to data. If a person leaves the organization, check activities retrospectively for unusual behavior.</td>
<td>Proactively – Be aware of, and respond to, significant changes in business environment, user responsibilities, etc. Responsively – Observe events and/or question users after events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorized access, within “normal parameters”</td>
<td>No obvious deviation from normal activities.</td>
<td>Other aspects of behavior, such as dissatisfaction with job, company, recent changes, etc.</td>
<td>Introduce a process to get feedback about worker work attitudes and other influencing attributes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unauthorized access, outside “normal parameters”</td>
<td>Excessive number of logon attempts and/or attempts to get at unauthorized functions and data.</td>
<td>This should be detected before access is granted, but if not, then other behavioral discrepancies should be considered. Number of logon attempts, number and type of data accesses suggest anomalous behavior.</td>
<td>Mitigation includes combinations of processes to detect unauthorized access and anomalous behavior within systems and networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unauthorized access, within “normal parameters”</td>
<td>No obvious deviation from normal activities.</td>
<td>Other aspects outside system, such as unusual times of activity.</td>
<td>Implement monitors that look for suspicious factors, such as time of day, day of week, frequency of access attempts, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
places. The most relevant information could well be external to the systems being monitored. For example, if someone quits an organization with little or no notice, or begins to behave erratically, or badmouths his or her organization and management, then it might behoove the organization to more carefully monitor that person’s activities. Such activities include suddenly sending out streams of e-mails containing sensitive information. Such “symptoms” are more likely to suggest that certain information might be copied that otherwise would not.

Approach to Collecting the Data

Nevertheless, there may well be behaviors that do indicate improper activities, but data about them are just not collected. There is a need to define security data requirements and build the necessary data collectors into the applications during the design and development stages.

There has to be collaboration among software engineers, system engineers, developers, application security experts, business owners, etc. But first we need to understand the various categories of security data: their characteristics, how they might be detected, and what must be done to reduce or eliminate the impact of the activities being recorded. We indicate these aspects in Table 2 for various categories of access.

While the Department of Defense exerts strong management in terms of who is authorized to access systems and maintains control over that access via the CAC, as mentioned above, there are still possibilities with respect to inappropriate registration of users and inappropriate use of those access credentials, as exemplified by the Manning case described above.

The Economics of the Proposed Approach

Costs of generating the data consist of the costs of the time and effort to include security data requirements, building the collectors in, populating the logs, analyzing the data, and so on. These can often be estimated fairly accurately.

On the other hand, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to determine specific and accurate returns on investment for building instrumentation into applications and developing metrics based on the new data generated and collected. Generally the justification for such efforts to improve security takes a few high-profile breaches, such as those mentioned above, where having had specific data might have prevented or mitigated an attack, or at least facilitated forensics efforts.

The costs and losses depend upon the entity, which was the victim, and its affiliations. However, there is a limit to the true out-of-pocket costs that an entity and its stakeholders (management, shareholders, employees, and customers) can incur. For example, the upper limit of loss, to which shareholders might be subjected, is the value of the stock they hold. Company officers and executives might be sued, which eventually is often covered by insurance. However, management and other employees might lose their jobs resulting in monetary losses, psychological distress, etc. If the entity is forced to downsize or goes out of business, customers and business partners will have to find other sources and affiliations respectively, which might be difficult and expensive to achieve in certain markets.

In order to detect stealth behavior within applications, it is necessary to generate and analyze meaningful data about user activities. A major issue is that much of the required data is not created because the necessary data generators have not been incorporated into the application software.

Actual losses may far exceed what an entity and/or its stakeholders have the ability to pay. Thus a company might file for bankruptcy and any excess losses above what is covered by insurance and assets are borne by creditors or the public. This is in essence a case of “moral hazard” whereby the losses of the victim organization are limited. If another entity, such as the government, does not make up the difference between what the victim company can pay and what is believed to be the full cost of an incident, then part of the responsibility and uncovered costs fall upon individual victims and/or society at large. These are the so-called social or indirect costs.

Some Illustrative Examples

The author was involved in a situation where an institutional customer of a financial broker/dealer requested that the latter provide details of the activities within a specific system of a particular individual over a specified period of time. Not only was the broker/dealer unable to provide a report of generally available login and logout data because the data were commingled with the same information of other customers, but the application did not collect and log specific activities within the application itself. The author recommended that the requisite data collection capabilities be incorporated in a subsequent release of the application.

In another case, an organization detected hacking software residing on an employee’s desktop computer. The employee was suspended pending the results of a forensic analysis, which took several weeks to complete. The result of the analysis was that the software had not been used. Here is a case where appropriate instrumentation might have avoided the unpleasantness of the employee’s suspension altogether.

Summary and Conclusions

In order to detect stealth behavior within applications, it is necessary to generate and analyze meaningful data about user activities. A major issue is that much of the required data is not created because the necessary data generators have not been incorporated into the application software. In this article we have shown areas for improvement in data generation so as to increase situational awareness as it relates to stealth attacks against applications. While the process involves significant enhancements to the software engineering process, it is claimed that the resulting actionable information is well worth the effort.
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